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a b s t r a c t
Implementation of multiple functions on the metamaterials can greatly broaden their potential
application. Origami-based metamaterials, whose buck properties can be manipulated by tuning the
specific folding angle, have currently become a supplemental method for conventional reconfigurable
metadevices. Approaching kirigami with transformable features and idea of a functional metastructure,
this paper numerically and experimentally investigates a multifunctional electromagnetic response
with mechanically programmable characteristic based on an auxetic kirigami pattern in gigahertz
frequency regime. The metamaterial unit cell has 2-dimensional (2D) five meta pixels. Each 2D metapixel can be transformed to the 3-dimensional (3D) meta-pixel and it is coded by ternary number
(-1, 0, +1) for different folding levels. The kirigami pattern provides five transformable tessellations
corresponding to five distinct functions of electromagnetic reflector, band-pass filter and polarizationselectable absorbers. The performance of the proposed programmable multifunctional metamaterial
is numerically and experimentally demonstrated. This study can motivate the realization of kirigami
computing, code-driven multifunctional metastructures.
© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Metamaterials are well known as a class of artificially engineered materials that normally have a 2-dimension (2D) periodic arrangement [1,2]. Due to the extraordinary electromagnetic
(EM) properties such as negative refraction [3], induced transparency [4], and reversed Cherenkov radiation [5], with various
operating frequency from Hz to visible ranges [6–11], metamaterials have been widely applied in many fields consisting of
medicine [12], energy [13], environment [14], and mechanical
engineering [15,16], etc.
With the dramatic development of advanced systems and devices, functional metamaterials have currently become an important research area. Digital programming [17–20], electrical control [21–23], reconfigurable shaped-changing [24,25], and other
external stimuli [26–28] have been employed to obtain multiple
EM behaviors of metamaterials. In recent investigations, origami
and kirigami applications in engineering have been developed,
providing important insights for functional electro-mechanic
metamaterial research. Origami and kirigami are the traditional
Japanese art of cutting (‘‘kiri’’ means cut) and/or folding paper, transforming 2D flat sheets into complex 3-dimensional
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(3D) structures. These techniques offer promising approaches
to control mechanical [29,30], acoustic [31], and EM properties
[32–35], through reconfigurable functionalities and multistability
due to shape changes and simple tailoring of topology characteristics, respectively. For example, Mura origami can be used
to achieve tunable chirality [32] and frequency selective surface [33]; whereas, kirigami brings interesting results of flexural
wave control [34] and reconfigurable toroidal circular dichroism [35]. However, most reported metastructures have common
restrictions in number of functions, high cost and structural
complexity.
In this paper, a multifunctional metamaterial is investigated
using the codable auxetic kirigami structure which can be mechanically programmed by selecting kirigami patterns with different Poisson’s ratio, as illustrated in Fig. 1. It is demonstrated
that the proposed metamaterial can provide multifunctional electromagnetic response of full reflection, frequency-selective transmission and polarization-selective absorption by transforming
the 2D meta-pixel to the 3D meta-pixel. For instance, at Mode
I, it is working as band-pass filter with a center frequency f1 . At
Mode II, it is working as a reflector. At Mode III, it is working as an
electromagnetic (EM) absorber at frequency f0 and its polarization
can be selected. At Mode III-1, it can absorb only transverse
electric (TE) polarized EM wave while it absorbs only transverse
magnetic (TM) polarized EM wave at Mode III-2. At Mode III-3, it
absorbs both TE and TM wave, where absorption frequency and
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Poisson’s ratio is the ratio of transverse contraction strain
to longitudinal extension strain in the direction of stretching
force [36,37]. Since most buck materials become thinner in the
cross section in stretch showing the positive Poisson’s ratio, the
negative Poisson’s ratio (auxetic materials) with potential applications have been receiving more attentions [38–40]. Due to
the changeable capacity and easy transformation between mode
and mode, the Poisson’s ratio of the proposed kirigami pattern is
numerically investigated. Fig. 2h shows calculated results of the
linearized planar Poisson’s ratio of both unit cell in Fig. 2f and g,
which are defined as:
dl
l
=−
ϑlw = − dw

w

Fig. 1. Conceptual illustration a multifunctional metamaterial. A single metamaterial can realize five distinct functionalities by changing folding state of
an auxetic kirigami structure. f0 and f1 denote the absorption and band-pass
frequencies, whereas f2 represents the entire frequency range.

ratio can be changed by varying the folding angle at Mode III-3.
Furthermore, EM responses according to continuously minor and
major changes of folding angle are studied to support absorption
and band-pass properties. The performance of the proposed multifunctional metamaterial will be numerically and experimentally
demonstrated.

sin |α| (a + 2h. cos β )
sin |β| (a + 2h. cos α )

(2)

Since the linearized planar Poisson’s ratios (in (x, y) plane) are
equal at both unit cells in Fig. 2f and g, for all folded patterns,
the proposed kirigami produces an auxetic metamaterial with
negative Poisson’s ratio. In the case α = β , ϑyl = −1, and when
either of α and β keeps unchanged, the kirigami has the zero negative Poisson’s ratio. The Poisson’s ratio related to height change
(see Supporting Note 1) and in-plane stiffness (see Supporting
Note 2) of the proposed kirigami can be evaluated using similar
analysis.
2.2. Material preparation
The kirigami patterns were fabricated from Kodak premium
photo paper with dielectric constant and tangential loss of 2.85
and 0.05, respectively. Copper tape with conductivity of 5.8 ×
107 Sm−1 was mounted on the bottom of the photo paper before
cutting. Flat kirigami sheets have the dimension of 390 × 390 mm
corresponding with 13 × 13 2D metamaterial unit cells and 845
2D meta-pixel, and complete folded structures (Mode II, III) have
the dimensions of 130 × 130 mm.

2. Materials and methods
2.3. Simulation
2.1. Kirigami pattern: Geometry and mechanical properties
Fig. 2 shows the proposed kirigami pattern geometries for four
folded tessellations from flat sheet. The propose kirigami sheet
has one central meta-pixel defined by facet lattice constant a,
and four symmetrically 2D meta-pixel defined by folding length
h and folding width a. The kirigami pattern is cut from flat sheet
paper and transformed to various 3D shapes by mechanically
programming values of α and β . It is noted that the kirigami
unit cell in Fig. 2b and c, Fig. 2d and e are correspondingly
symmetric in (x, y) plane. Hence, for more concrete view about
kirigami pattern, Fig. 2f and g exhibit detailed geometries for two
representative unit cells with structural parameters by folding
four edge meta pixels in up and down states. As can be seen in
Fig. 2f, all edge meta pixels are down, i.e., both α and β range
from 0◦ to 90◦ . For the second unit cell, two opposite metapixel elements are going up, whereas two remaining meta pixels
are going down, i.e., α and β range from 0◦ to 90◦ and 0◦ to
−90◦ , respectively. The unit cell shown in Fig. 2f applies to the
tessellations in Fig. 2b and c, whereas Fig. 2g applies to the
tessellations in Fig. 2d and e (see Figure S1). The kirigami unit
cell heights, yα and yβ , width, w, and length, l, change with
changing α and β . We defined overall length, width, and height
along the x, y, and z axes respectively,

and

yα = h. sin |α| , yβ = h. sin |β| ,
l = a + 2h. cos α, w = a + 2h. cos β,
y = yα + yβ = |h. sin α| + |h. sin β| ;

(1)

where y is the total height of the second unit cell (see Fig. 2g).

We performed numerical simulations using the ANSYS high
frequency structure simulator (HFSS), a commercial finiteelement analysis package. A unit cell with a master/slave boundary condition with Floquet port excitation is simulated as an
infinite structure. We extracted reflection, S11 , and transmission,
S21 , scattering coefficients for various polarizations, ϕ , and incident angles, θ ; and calculated the absorptivity of the proposed
structure is A(ω) = 1 − |S11 |2 − |S21 |2 . Furthermore, the induced
electric, magnetic fields and surface current distribution of the
absorbers are also presented by simulation.
2.4. Measurement
We experimentally verify the proposed kirigami absorption
characteristic to compare with the simulation and calculation
results. For accuracy, the 3D-printed frame was used to shape
the prototypes of Mode II, III in to the desired complete folded
angle. Transmission (S21 ) and reflection (S11 ) coefficients were
measured using a WR-90 standard gain horn antenna with 15
dB nominal gain connected to Anritsu MS2038C vector network
analyzer. For Mode I measurement, we used two antennas as
transmitter and receiver, respectively; whereas for other modes
we used a single antenna that simultaneously transmitted and
received EM radiation. To keep geometric stability with the variable folding angle (α ), Styrofoams with different width (g) are
inserted between the metamaterial and 3D-printed frame (see
Supporting Figure S7). The size of the 3D-printed frame is fixed
at P = 139.1 mm which is the same size with 13 × 13 unitcell at
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Fig. 2. Kirigami pattern geometries. (a) 3 × 3 cell array of kirigami pattern in unfolded state where α and β are the folding angles along y and x directions,
respectively. (b–e) Four partial folded modes deduced from (a), corresponding to different value of α and β . The geometrical designed unit cell of f array in (b) and
(c) (both α and β belong to range of [0◦ , 90◦ ] or [0◦ , −90◦ ]), (g) array in (d) and (e) (α and β belong to different ranges of [0◦ , 90◦ ] and [0◦ , −90◦ ]). (h) Linearized
planar Poisson’s ratio for all folded cases.

the folding angle of −88◦ . The corresponding g at the given α is
calculated as:
g =

P − 13a − 13 · 2h · sin (90 − α)

(3)
2
In this design, P = 139.1 mm, a = 10 mm, h = 10 mm and α
is variable. For instance, when α is 88◦ , g is 0 mm. When α is
increased to 90◦ , the Styrofoam with g = 4.5 mm is inserted
between the metamaterial and 3D-printed frame.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Multifunctional coding metamaterials
Fig. 3 shows the 2D unit cell kirigami patterns for Modes I–III,
the proposed ternary coding, and the corresponding 3D metamaterial unit cells. The unit cell for each case has five 2D/3D metapixel elements. Ternary coded (−1, 0, +1) represent folded down,
unfolded and folded up states, respectively. Since metamaterials
have periodic arrangement, the unit-cell geometry has to satisfy
x and y axis symmetry. Therefore, we propose five coding modes
as shown.

• Mode I (Fig. 3b; α = β = 0◦ ), is the fundamental mode
without folding where ternary code = 0 for all meta pixels.
• Mode II (Fig. 3c; α = β = −90◦ ) is coded as trit ‘0’ at central
meta-pixel and trit ‘+1’ for all edge meta pixels.
• Mode III-1 (Fig. 3d; α = −90◦ , β = 90◦ ) and Mode III-2
(Fig. 3e; α = 90◦ , β = −90◦ ) are axisymmetric modes where

the central meta-pixel is coded as trit ‘0’ and two opposite
edge meta-pixel pairs are coded as trit ‘−1’ and ‘+1’.
• Mode III-3 (Fig. 3f; α = β = 90◦ ) is symmetric along the
z-axis with Mode II, where the central meta-pixel is coded
as trit ‘0’ and four edge meta pixels are coded as trit ‘−1’.
The simulated results of transmission, reflection and absorption spectra for the proposed kirigami-based metamaterials are
shown in Fig. 3g. Mode I acts as a band-pass filter with the center
frequency of f1 = 8.75 GHz. Mode II reflects all incident EM
waves across the whole frequency range, i.e., operating as an EM
reflector. Mode III provides perfect absorption at f0 = 4.3 GHz.
The absorption can be controlled by changing the folding state,
providing absorption switching (ON and OFF states) and achieving
98% absorption when absorption mode was ON.
Polarization-selective metamaterials with manipulable characteristic have shown great advances for EM application. Normally, the polarization selection can be obtained by applying
two complex external DC bias networks or using an asymmetric
structures [41–44]. However, those structures can switch only
between TE and TM polarization, whereas low performance at
TEM polarization (see Table S1). By programming the folded
states, three polarization-selectable characteristics of the Mode
III are obtained, as illustrated in Fig. 3h–k. Under normal incident angle, Mode III-1 absorbs TE- while reflects TM-polarized
waves, Mode III-2 the absorption for TE-polarized wave is blocked
while be selected for TM-polarized wave, and Mode III-3 absorbs
both TE and TM waves. This is due to resonance caused by the
trapped EM wave being consumed in the folded down meta pixels
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Fig. 3. Multifunctional coding metamaterials with corresponding unit cells and simulation results. (a) Multifunctional modes corresponding with five modes presented
in Fig. 2a–e. Blue dashed lines indicate flexible valley–mountain folds. Ternary numerical code ‘−1’, ‘0’ and ‘+1’ represent for three folding levels of each meta-pixel
elements: Folded up, unfolded, folded down, respectively. (b) Bird-eye view of Mode I unit cell (unfolded state). (c–f) 3D view of kirigami unit-cell in full folded
state (Mode II, III-1, III-2, III-3, respectively). (g) Scattering parameters and absorption characteristics of five-mode coding metamaterials. Simulated absorption of the
proposed metamaterial at transverse electric (TE) and magnetic (TM) polarization for (h) Mode III-1, (i) Mode III-2, and (k) Mode-III-3. t = 0.255 mm, h = 10 mm,
and a = 10 mm.

(see Supporting Note 3). The TE-polarized electric field is vertically perpendicular to the meta-pixel on the (y, z) plane, whereas
while the TM-polarized electric field is vertically perpendicular
to the meta-pixel on (x, z) plane. Therefore, the electric field for
TE wave is trapped in Mode III-1, the electric field for TM wave
is trapped in Mode III-2, the electric fields for both TE and TM
waves are trapped in Mode III-3 leading to TE and TM polarization
selection in three modes. Furthermore, the absorption characteristic is also investigated under wide range of polarization and
incident angles to evaluate operational competency, as discussed
in Supporting Note 5.
The absorbed EM power, Pabs can be theoretically expressed
as:
1
(4)
Pabs = 2π f ε ′′ |E |2 ,
2
where |E | is the electric field magnitude and ε ′′ is imaginary
components of the dielectric substrate. For conventional 3-layer

(metallic–dielectric–metallic) metamaterial structures, the
induced electric field is generally produced by resonance between the metallic parts under EM wave excitation. However,
the proposed metamaterial comprises only two layers without
an upper conductive pattern, hence there is no resonance and
consequently no induced electric field and no absorption peak
in the unfolded case (Mode I). Furthermore, The copper film on
the bottom surface does not cover the whole area due to the
cut out sections, hence, Mode I includes both transmission and
reflection components (see Supporting Figure S3a). For all folded
modes, there is no air gap among unit cells, hence, the copper
film covers the whole area in back side, and consequently all
transmission is blocked. Thus, all incident EM wave is reflected or
absorbed, creating reflector and absorber metamaterials in Mode
II, III (see Supporting Figure S3b and S3c). Since Mode II also lacks
of resonator to generate resonance, similar to Mode I, there is no
induced electric field, hence, it operates as an EM reflector.
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Fig. 4. Explanation for absorption peaks. (a) Mode III-3 unit cell with cutting-edge faces M, N, coplanar with (x, z) and (y, z) planes, respectively; (b) The diametral
plane, P, for two adjacent unit cells along electric field vector. Induced (c), (e) magnetic and (d), (f) electric field distributions where (c), (d) corresponding to the plane
M, and (e), (f) corresponding to plane N. (g) Current concentration and h equivalent LC circuit in plane P. The red arrows display current direction at investigated
phase. σ + and σ − denote surface charge density values.

To better understand the absorption characteristic for Mode III,
we considered Mode III-3 only and numerically simulated the induced electric, magnetics fields and surface current distributions
at resonance frequency in the M and N planes (see Fig. 4a), as
exhibited in Fig. 4c–f. It can be seen that the induced electric and
magnetic fields focus mostly on the top and the end of the folded
sections, respectively. The induced fields contribute only in the
M plane, perpendicular to vector E, and cannot be observed in
the N plane, parallel to vector E. Therefore, the meta pixels along
the y axis create the resonance by trapping the EM wave within
the folded sections, leading to the absorption peak at 4.3 GHz.
Fig. 4g shows anti-parallel current density accumulating on the
copper film surface leading to the extracted equivalent LC circuit,
as shown in Fig. 4h. The resonance frequency can be expressed
as (see Supporting Note 3)

√
f0 =

1

2π

=

√
LC

c

2

√

4π h c1 ε2

(5)

where c is light speed, c1 is numerical factor which is in range
[0.2, 0.3] [45]. With the folding length h = 10 mm and the
dielectric constant of paper ε2 = 2.85, the absorption frequencies
for Mode III is computed as 4.313 GHz, which is very similar to
the simulation result (4.3 GHz).

3.2. Electromagnetic responses under different folding angles
The influence of folding angle on the absorption characteristic
can be explain via Fig. 5. Fig. 5a exhibits the diametral cutting
plane of two adjacent unit cell arranging on the y-axis. Fig. 5c
illustrates the simulated absorption spectra for Mode III-3 working with various small folding angles ranged from 86◦ to 90◦ .
The results indicate that absorptivity and resonance frequency
of the kirigami absorber reduce rapidly with slight increase of
folding angle. Detailly, simulated absorptivity reduced from 98%
to 30% and simulated absorption peak increased from 4.3 GHz to
7.8 GHz by varying the folding angle from 90◦ to 86◦ , respectively.
Detailly, we considered α = β for easier observation in this
investigation.
The induced magnetic and electric field distributions observed
in this plane are presented in Fig. 5d, e, where the induced fields
focus mostly on the top and end regions of the folding section,
respectively. An air gap appears in the folding sections when the
kirigami pattern is not totally folded. The capacitance in Eq. (5)
for a single unit cell can be express as (see Supporting Note S3):
C =

ε0 ε1 ε2 hc1 a
2ε1 t + ε2 h sin (90◦ − α)

(6)

where ε 0 , ε 1 are permittivity of vacuum and the air, respectively.
It is observed that the capacitance strongly depends on the folding angle, and the electric flux induced both in dielectric and
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Fig. 5. Absorption frequency and ratio control according to minor changes of folding angle. (a) The diametral cutting plane for two adjacent unit cells with the
folded angle of 87◦ ; (b) geometry for the cutting plane from (a) (ε 1 and ε 2 are the permittivity of the air and paper substrate). (c) Simulated absorption spectra
working with different folding angles. Induced d magnetic, e electric field distributions, and f equivalent LC circuit (red arrows display current density direction in
the investigated phase) of the plane in (a).

Fig. 6. Continuous tunable band-pass filter according to major changes of folding angle. Simulated band-pass responses of proposed kirigami structure, in which the
bandwidths represent the magnitude of transmission coefficient cut off at 80%. The blue curve shows of transmission peak magnitudes, whereas black square dots
exhibit transmission peak frequencies.

the air gap. Therefore, the capacitance decreases remarkably with
reducing folding angle leading to resonance frequency shifting.
Furthermore, when the folding angle is increased, the air gap in
the (x, y) plane is broaden, increasing the transmission component, hence, reducing absorptivity. The influence of folding angles
on absorption spectra caused by third-order magnetic resonance
is discussed in Supporting Note 4 and Figure S4.

To clarify the band-pass properties, Fig. 6 presents the influence of various folding angles ranged from 0 (Mode I) to
±90 degree (Mode II and III) on transmission magnitudes and
frequencies. It can be seen that the proposed kirigami structure
can provide high transmission and its bandwidth can be continuously tuned by changing folding angle. Detaily, wide transmission
bandwidth is realized from 6.9 to 12.27 GHz with transmissivity
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Fig. 7. Experimental verifications. Measured results for (a) Mode I and II, (b) Mode III-1, (c) Mode III-2 and (d), (e) Mode III-3 for various polarization and folding
angles, respectively. (Inset: Optical images of actual mode tessellations).

higher than 80% when folding angles are stretched until α =
70◦ and α = −80◦ . The transmission magnitude reduces when
absolute values of folding angle increases and be blocked at fully
folded states. It should be noted that the dielectric loss can be
ignored due to thin paper thickness comparing with the operating
frequencies. Therefore, the results for both α > 0◦ and α < 0◦ are
almost similar. A little bit difference can be observed when |α|
> 50◦ due to the high-order resonance which can be predicted
by the third-order resonance in the case α > 50◦ , as illustrated
in Supporting Note 4. Here, we considered α = β for easier
observation.
3.3. Experimental verification
The measured absorbance for Modes I-III are illustrated in
Fig. 7. The measurement verifications showed good agreement
with the simulation and calculation. It can be observed that,
three kirigami absorbers resonate at 4.4 GHz in measurement,
consistent with 4.3 GHz and 4.313 GHz in simulation and theoretical calculation. The slight differences between simulation and
measurement arises from slight variations in folding angle, as
discussed above. The measured absorptivity is higher than 95%
(96%, 98%, and 97–98% for Modes III-1, III-2, III-3, respectively).
For Mode III-3, we measure absorbance spectra working with
various polarization angles (0◦ , 30◦ , 60◦ , and 90◦ ) and three
folding angles (90◦ , 89◦ and 88◦ ) to compare with the simulation
results shown in Figure S5a and Fig. 4c, respectively.
4. Conclusions
In summary, this paper numerically and experimentally investigated a programmable multifunctional metamaterial using
a negative Poisson’s ratio kirigami structure comprising dielectric paper and bottom conductor. We programmed the kirigami
pattern using ternary coded folding states to transform from 2D
meta-pixel to 3D meta-pixel structure, obtaining five functional
modes.

• Mode I (unfolded) operated as a band-pass filter with center
frequency f1 = 8.75 GHz.

• Mode II operated as an EM reflector.
• Mode III resonated at f0 = 4.3 GHz, providing perfect EM
absorption and polarization selection.

◦ Mode III-1 and III-2 provided TE- and TM-polarized
wave selection modes, operating as ON and OFF states
for normal incidence waves.
◦ Mode III-3 absorbed both TE and TM waves, where absorptivity and resonance frequency were controllable
by slightly changing the fold angle.
Moreover, the influence of folding angles on band-pass property
and absorption characteristics at first- and third- order magnetic
resonances are discussed in detail. The proposed kirigami metamaterial absorption performances were numerically simulated
and experimentally verified.
Overall, numerous multifunctional electromagnetic metamaterials operating at various frequencies, switching by different
techniques are qualitatively and quantitatively compared, as illustrated in Table S1. Our proposed structure has only two layers
with transformable folding state, handling all common restrictions of high-cost, hi-tech, and difficulty in fabrication. Moreover,
the proposed kirigami can be programmed by unique ternary
code, therefore, it can provide more diverse functions, and
promise wide range of application (see Supporting Note 7).
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